Integration

IFVW Golf 6 - Volkswagen - Golf 6 dedicated kit instant gratification

IFVW Golf 6: dedicated FOCAL kit
Launched in 2010, the new FOCAL program was built around
three lines made to meet different needs: Elite, Performance and
Integration. The Integration line meets the following demands:
" Accessibility, Easy installation, Pleasure ".
In the last few years, the update of an audiomobile system has
become more and more complex (ergonomic loss of on-board
computer control functions, remote screens, porting circuit into MOST
technology, reduction of depth space for speakers...). However, our
research has revealed continuing interest in audiophile sound
quality, whatever the vehicle type or the driver's age.

improvement, taking into account the volumes and the inherent
car interior restraints). After long months of studies, research,
tests, validations and listening sessions, the IFVW Golf 6 kit is born
at last and now stands in a new market that's totally oriented towards
pleasure and simplicity.
This "ready to play" kit joins a promising program aimed at specific
vehicles sold worlwide.

How could we introduce an innovative, simple, efficient
and perceptible method of delivering the best of sound?
Our R&D engineers have studied the question and have found a
solution: a dedicated kit of the Integration line: the IFVW Golf 6 kit.
This kit is made of 2-way component speakers (a pair of woofers and
a pair of tweeters) dedicated, designed and made for one vehicle.
A philosophy built on enjoyment respect and accessibility to
extraordinary quality!
This "plug and play" concept was made with regard to the original
locations and the design created by the car manufacturer not only on
the mechanic plan, but also on the acoustic plan (sound rendering
IFVW Golf 6: 2-way component kit, user manual, video and specific
tools for mounting. Compatible tweeter mounting, integrable and
with harmonious design.

Because we make internationally recognized acoustic loudspeakers and because our R&D department innovates to supply our production workshops, we are proud to in

Plug & Play, 100 % made in France!
Easy installation

By guaranteeing installation in less than an hour, keeping the original
head unit, the IFVW Golf 6 kit brings a solution to all the Volkswagen
Golf 6 owners who whish to discover the best of the audiophile sound.
All the tools are supplied and a video shows the different steps of the
installation.

Working on the tweeter formers produced an aesthetic match with the
door panel. Above all, thanks to its orientation and specific binding,
the tweeter development greatly improved the original sound image
(height, depth and width of soundstage).
The result is a pure enveloping sound with great neutrality. Enjoy!

Compatibility

This 2-way component kit can be installed at the front instead of the
original speakers of the Volkswagen Golf 6, 3/5 doors.

Listening

The woofer is the result of a long study on the efficiency/frequency
compromise and offers intense bass reproduction. The aluminum
inverted-dome tweeter, hallmark of the brand, provides neutral
treble reproduction, which is accurate and reliable up to the highest
frequencies.

1H
Installation 100% dedicated
to Volkswagen Golf 6 in less than an hour.
Watch the demonstration video: http://www.focal.com/en/ifvw-golf6

ntroduce the IFVW Golf 6, a kit of the Integration line dedicated to the Volkswagen Golf 6. Experiment in your vehicle the acoustic enjoyment you can have in your living-room...

Woofer diameter
Cone
Basket
Voice-coil diameter
Magnet diameter
Sensitivity
Nominal Impedance
Kit bandwidth
Max. power
RMS power
Integrated crossover
Tweeter
Tweeter mounting

61/2" (165mm)
Polyglass
ABS
1" (25mm)
31/3" (85mm)
92.4dB
4 Ohms
65Hz - 25kHz
150W
75W
12/18dB/oct (4kHz)
Aluminum/Magnesium inverted dome TNB
Molded for perfect integration in the original location
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